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Work reconsidered

Increasing productivity with humaneering (part 1).
By James Pepitone.

Imagine being the executive in charge of a large business. Further imagine agreeing to participate in a ‘science experiment’ – something about designing work for increased productivity – based on the offhand suggestion of a trusted colleague.

This experiment wouldn’t be your organisation’s first attempt to improve work design. Your managers have been committed to continuous improvement since the 90’s. Thinking back, your people must have tried every popular operations improvement out there, and they achieved significant gains.

Even so, on the people side of the business many issues continue to consume your managers’ time and constrain your operation’s results. Productivity is a particularly difficult issue. So you agree to the experiment at your largest operation, advise your manager in charge, and ask to be kept informed.

Now, imagine the experiment underway for only two weeks and being surprised by initial data, which shows a substantial improvement of several key metrics. How could this be? What could possibly yield this kind of improvement, and do it so quickly? Naturally, you want to see for yourself. But first, you do some of your own research, by asking around and searching online. You learned that this experiment was one of many field trials of the latest version of humaneering – essentially a new architecture for work performed by people – resulting from a 10-year research program by the independent, non-profit Humaneering Institute.

Based in the US, the Institute was founded in 2002 to pursue a vision first articulated in the late 1930s by Dr Joseph (Joe) Tiffin. Dr Tiffin was a Purdue University professor of industrial psychology between 1938 and 1971, and a past president of the Society for Industrial/Organizational Psychology (SIOP), a division of the American Psychological Association (APA). The Humaneering Institute was funded by an anonymous benefactor and operated as a virtual organisation, depending on the contributed knowledge and assistance of more than a thousand scholars, practitioners, and managers.

The challenge was to identify and synthesise all science-based knowledge, relevant to the design and management of work performed by people.

In Tiffin’s words “The 19th century was marked by great achievements in engineering. Advances in psychology, sociology, and physiology should lead us to as striking advances in ‘humaneering’ during the twentieth century.

Dr Joseph Tiffin,
The Psychology of Normal People
during the twentieth century."
He further explains that the understanding most people have of human nature is “naïve” (p.26) and that this naïve understanding has value, but generally lacks scientific quality in five important ways: (1) is replete with hasty generalisations; (2) is disorganised; (3) is comprised of mostly imprecise terminology; (4) lacks effective methodology for problem solving, and (5) doesn’t challenge the problems it creates. He concludes that having more accurate knowledge of human nature would routinely result in decisions that maximise economic performance.

Dr Tiffin’s perceptions proved true. The Humaneering Institute found useful knowledge about human nature in more than 100 science disciplines, including most human science disciplines (eg anthropology industrial-organisational psychology, environmental sociology); many management disciplines (eg operations management, human resources and organisation behaviour); a few industrial engineering disciplines (eg work design, human factors, operations research); plus a fascinating array of newer disciplines (eg, complex adaptive systems, behaviourial economics and neuroscience). This knowledge was synthesised into a more accurate and up-to-date understanding of how to design and manage work performed by people. Beta-release field experiments are revealing substantial potential for improvement.

When you first visit the site of the experiment, you initially think there must have been a mistake in the figures you received. Only a few subtle changes are evident, and surely these are not enough to create much improvement. If anything, you might expect changes like these to make performance worse.

Your manager in charge chuckles, but only because he had a similar reaction two weeks prior. He says that every one of his managers who came by had a similar reaction. He explained that the person from the Humaneering Institute said the approach may be difficult to grasp at first, essentially because it involved unfamiliar principles of human nature. He went on to say that having the field experiment on site was fortunate, as it gave us a first hand way to learn about humaneering.

This reminds you that you probably responded the same way when you first heard about the improved results created by production cells over production lines, just-in-time (pull) production over just-in-case (push) production, Kaizen events over top-down initiatives, and agile over the waterfall approach to project management. It probably took us a while to understand or accept how these new methods produced so much improvement, but once we saw them working in our operation, we had no trouble understanding why they worked.

Before leaving, you ask your manager in charge to pull together a report on the experiment and some insight on humaneering so he can brief your entire team. What you really want to know is his intuitive first impression on how much difference could it make to the business.

Here’s the essence of what he said to the group.

**Humaneering is an applied science whose time has come**
The physical sciences started a few hundred years ahead
of the human sciences, and so they were first to be translated into a universal applied science to guide their practical application. Only now are the human sciences sufficient to create an applied science. Furthermore, there is broad agreement among scholars that it is the continued use of engineering-based principles for designing and managing human work that is preventing employers from engaging the full human potential of their organisation members. Work performed by people today is increasingly dependent on human qualities (eg creativity, initiative, concern, and empathy) that arise from human nature. It is the recognition of humaneering’s economic potential.

Extend business process design to the job role
The design focus for human work should be the job role (or position), which most business process initiatives stop short of designing. A person’s role is the nexus of a human work system with three principle components: the work itself (eg objective, activity, employer relationship, and manager), the worker (an individual), and the internal work environment (eg, culture, other workers, facilities, and people management policies).

Align job roles to the work
Job roles achieve their best performance when aligned to the work to be performed. This may sound obvious, but in many companies the priority is to maintain a consistent internal work environment across all job roles. This standardised environment may simplify the work of staff functions and management, yet it sacrifices the performance achievable in most job roles.

Differentiate the two types of work
A significant finding during the development of humaneering was the realisation that the two distinct types of work are combined into all job roles each needs to be designed and managed differently. Humaneering refers to these simply as Type 1 (standardised) and Type 2 (adaptive) work.

Process 1 work is that part of any job role for which there is one right way to do the work. People are often trained how to perform this way, and are expected to complete the work as prescribed. Type 2 work is that part of any job role for which the worker decides what to do and how to do it. Type 1 and Type 2 work are complementary and often interdependent. Type 2 work requires as a prerequisite, some of the human capabilities essential for performing Type 1 work. (See the table comparing Type 1 and Type 2 work.)

Reconsider the work performed by people
The distinctions between Type 1 and Type 2 work are a critical factor in designing and managing human work to its highest potential performance. Type 1 and Type 2 work require very different behaviour, for which work design and management need
to engage different aspects of human nature.

This may sound complicated due to the complex content of job roles, yet rarely is it because the design process rationally prioritises specific job role content based on its economic value or other management priority. Similarly, current work design and management practices that waste market opportunity or impede economic value creation, once identified, can be targeted for management reconsideration and redesign.

**Redesign work for increased economic value**

In organisations where the principal operations consist primarily of Type 1 work (eg production, distribution, transportation, and administration), there is a high probability the Type 1 work is effectively designed. For these organisations, improving performance with humaneering will focus on the worker and internal work environment, in addition to any interdependent Type 2 work (eg continuous improvement, teamwork, support services, and development).

It is a different story for organisations whose primary operations are primarily Type 2 work (eg business services, healthcare, hospitality, and professional services). Research by the Humaneering Institute has found that for these organisations about 40% of the Type 1 work is not sufficiently standardised, leading to errors and other waste of resources.

Of greater concern, more than 80% of the Type 2 work in these organisations is designed and managed too much like Type 1 work, resulting in substantial constraints to economic value creation. Adding to this opportunity, scholars working with the Institute roughly estimated that Type 2 work probably contributes ten times the economic value contributed by Type 1 work of equivalent labour cost. Organisations searching for top-line productivity improvement need look no further than the Type 2 work in any job role.

**Align job role components**

The work environment within an organisation is second in importance for Type 1 work and third in importance for Type 2 work. For Type 1 work, the work itself, and not the worker, determines the economic value this work contributes to the job role. The work is pre-designed for the desired productivity, and the worker’s role is simply to comply. In other words, Type 1 work does not allow a worker to add incremental economic value. The best the worker can do is to do exactly as told. For this reason, the work environment needs to directly support the work. If the work environment effectively supports the work, it will have contributed the maximum support to workers.

For Type 2 work, it is the worker, and not the work environment, that is second in importance. Type 2 work is essentially an opportunity for workers to create economic value by responding effectively to an opportunity (eg market need or client need). The economic value of the work is variable (and theoretically limitless), and depends on the effectiveness of the worker’s response to the presenting situation. Selecting workers who ‘fit’ the work has the greatest potential to maximise the economic value created. In turn, the work environment should focus on supporting the worker whose efforts will determine the economic value created.

**Solutions are contingent on the situation**

The experiment in our operation is testing the impact of specific changes to better enable our people to do their best work. The person from the Institute said that the experiment could focus on any work that depended on people. I decided on the production cell group manager role, since they have P&L responsibility and their performance has been weak, plus I can’t seem to keep people in the job for much more than a year.

He cautioned me about spreading around the specific changes we are testing, because the information could mislead others. He said the changes that will improve performance depend on the initial conditions. If workers have too much autonomy, then we want to reduce it. If they have too little autonomy, then we want to increase it. For us to tell someone that the way to improve performance is to reduce autonomy, we will be wrong in some cases and could do some damage, even though our intent was to be helpful.

The humaneering experiment process has gone something like this. After observing our operation and reviewing the performance data, he came back to me to review his first impressions, and to ask my permission to involve some volunteers from the operation to look more deeply into the situation. After a few more days they shared their thinking with me and got me involved in designing the experiment to simultaneously test a few combinations of changes. Really, the process is not that much different from a Kaizen event, except that he says it’s important to test several different solutions. He said human systems do not behave with the linear cause-and-effect behaviour of machine systems.

**Final thoughts**

Already I can see three possibilities that are a lot bigger than just my operation. First, we should strive to make
our people more productive by adding Type 2 work to their current jobs. This way they can create more economic value, which is good for the business and good for our people.

Second, I think we can finally resolve our persistent people issues by paying attention to human nature. If the current experiment is any indication, this will reduce the time our managers and supervisors spend on people issues, and we can refocus this time on developing the business.

Third, I was taught that the way to increase productivity was to reduce workforce size. Now I see another way, by increasing the economic value created by our people.
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